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copyright law see US copyright law
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enforcement of licenses see enforcing open source software licenses
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Restatement (Second) of Torts 121, 158
Restatement (Third) Unfair Competition 159
trade secret definition 158–9
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trademarks/trademark licensing 209–11
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consumer deception 221
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Uniform Commercial Code 65, 70
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electronic self-help 65

United States Golf In Association v. Arroyo Software Corp. (US) 110–11
universities see technology licensing between academic institutions/private companies
US copyright contracts 5–21, 27
alienability, statutory restrictions on 10–21, 27
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derivative work prepared under authority of grant before termination 19
derivative works/continued use exception 15–19
inalienability/any agreement to the contrary 19–21
standard of creativity for derivative works 17
termination of transfers/statutory termination rights 12–13
Visual Artists’ Rights Act/moral rights waiver 11–12
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case law 9–10
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narrow interpretation 6–7
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revision privilege 8
specific statutory presumptions 7–8
transfers of rights see assignment
US copyright law
authors’ transfer and license contracts 3–28
automated licensing 21–8
CC licenses see open source licenses
public “sharing” licenses 21–6
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standard forms and public sharing licenses 26–7
control of access see under factual information and databases
Copyright Act (1976) 3–4
collective works 8
computer programs limitation 93
databases 101, 102
“first sale” doctrine 86–7
preemption 106–7
termination of transfer 12–13, 14, 20
transfer see under assignment
databases see factual information and databases licensing
Digital Millennium Copyright Protection Act 112–15
access control and protection of copyright rights 113–15
circumvention of copyright protection systems 112–13
protection of copyright management information 112
trafficking in technology devices to enable circumvention 113
enforcement of software licenses see enforcement of open source software licenses
US Constitution, copyright in 3, 5
US Federal law constraints see US copyright contracts
U.S. v. Wise (US) 87
user-generated content sites see under Internet
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